SoBo’s latest beauty destination
An innovative clinic, Skin & You opened at Nariman Point, recently. The brainchild of Dr Geeta Oberoi, this
hi-end clinic has been started with one thing in mind — ‘skin matters’.
The clinic is equipped with the state-of-the-art, FDA-approved world class technology. Dr Geeta Oberoi, the
founder, is a certified dermatologist and cosmetologist with a medical background. Armed with a diploma in
Practical Dermatology from Cardiff University, UK, followed by board certification at American Academy of
Aesthetic Medicine, Geeta is also a member of American Academy of Aesthetic Medicine, Lasercon.
Beside experience in cosmetic procedures like hair treatments, Botox, fillers, pre-wedding customised
packages, being a dermatologist has equipped her to treat medical skin conditions too. Her professional and
entrepreneurial spirit has led her to create one of South Mumbai’s latest skin care destinations — Skin & You. It
is a private practice that answers the need to privacy, hygiene and quality services both pre and post treatments.
The clinic offers the clients a wide range of treatments. Appropriate treatment plans designed by Dr Oberoi are
discussed according to the individual needs. To assist the doctors to provide the ideal
results comprehensively researched and proven equipments are used. It is one of the few clinics which offers a
‘Computer-aided complexion analysis’, on which skin care consultancy is based after careful consideration of
individual profile of life style, dietary habits and chronic medical conditions.
Client confidentially is exceedingly important and the clinic boasts a private, warm yet professional
environment with an in-house dispensary for clients’ convenience. Transparency is vital and pre and post
treatments information is comprehensively explained with the help of audio and visual aids. Thus the client is
well informed prior to going into procedures. At Skin & You we believe, that ‘you’ are the most important tool
in process of attaining total wellness, as skin is a mirror of our internal deficiencies and is under attack regularly
from our surroundings namely sun, pollution. Choices you make early on in your life will affect the future of
your skin so it is never too early to take skin care seriously. There is no greater gift you can give yourself than
complete wellness. Dr Oberoi explains her motivation, “My patient’s ‘skin matters’ keeps my passion with
beauty alive.” Her beauty tip is simple — ‘Skin matters, remember that ladies!’
To visit the clinic and try any of the treatments,Please let us know so we can set up an appointment to suit
your convenience. For more information please contact 98200-82043. Address: 11th Floor, Mittal Court,
B-wing, Nariman Point, Mumbai Tel:43154000/01 Website:www.skinandyou.in
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